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GRSG CHAIR’S REPORT
Chairmans Report.
The GRSG have yet again worked tirelessly throughout a very strange and at times trying year to help
our local Glens Red Squirrels. We have seen our Reds thrive and we have been out and about as best
we could to making sure that everyone was aware of what we are doing.
The pandemic has had and is still having an impact on all our day to day lives, thankfully thing are
starting to get back to normal with a somewhat still weary atmosphere. Hopefully this with subside over
time. I look forward to brighter times, as we all do.
We, like all charities, are always looking for funding and assistance to help us with the work we do. We
have been success this year with some small grants that enabled us to carry out trap training and train
a number of people in the Martinstown, Broughshane and Slemish areas. This will have an impact on
and stem the flow of greys that could their make their way into Glenariff. We were also able to get new
equipment to replace trail cameras and get a very good camera so we can document group activities.
All this will help get the message out about what we do and hopefully help advertise the Glens to the
wider world.

Funding and fundraising this year were helped greatly by the efforts of committee member and volunteer
Sue Mulhern doing a number of car boot sales and attending Nutts Corner market. The moneys raised
was able to cover the groups insurance so that we could actively operate, this was a fantastic boost for
the group.
With the current squeeze on households, many don’t have the extra cash to spare and with everything
increasing in price, we really do appreciate every donation received. Our volunteers continue to do
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fantastic work for the Reds in the Glens and for this I am very grateful as I know it takes time and money
to get out there to do the work we do.
This year saw an opportunity from the RSST to nominate a “Volunteer of the Year Award”, a volunteer
who goes above and beyond, working on the ground or behind the scenes for the good of Red Squirrels.
I knew we have many fantastic volunteers, one such volunteer stood out, over his time within the group
has done so much for the group with projects, applying for grants, assisting others, control, feeding and
much more. So, I submitted Committee member and Squirrel Ranger, Gerard McCaughan as someone
I felt was a very fitting candidate for such an award. Over the last few years Gerard has been of great
help to me regarding helping with all aspects of the group and I felt I could submit him as a thank you.
I know there are many Squirrel Group across the British Isles and there would be many nominations
submitted from larger more well-known groups or big name organisations but I thought it was worth a
try and a few months later I received and email informing me that out of all the nominations that had
been submitted Gerard had been selected for the first “Volunteer of the Year Award” to be presented
by the RSST. I was ecstatic but had to hold off from telling him. At our next zoom meeting Mark
Henderson from RSST attended to inform our committee that from all those volunteers across the UK
that our very own Gerard McCaughan has been chosen!!!! In early March, Mark visited the Glens and
was able to present the well-deserved award.
This year has been for me a very rewarding year for the GRSG, we may have not been as active but
we have been able to carry out the work we enjoy and I would like to thank everyone who makes it
possible.
Daniel McAfee, Chair of Glens Red Squirrel Group, 2021-2022

Grey Squirrel Control
This year from April 2021 to April 2022 we have had the fewest number of greys ever dispatched in
total 16, we also had the lowest numbers of reports of greys within the Glens. Our volunteers have been
active, we just don’t have the greys. 10 of the 16 were from Cargan.
We have seen that in areas where we have Pine Martens that we are having less greys, if any grey
activity at all. We have found that this year, we have had more Pine Martens popping up across the
Glens.
From the start of our record keeping in 2-4-2011, we have logged 631 Grey Squirrels dispatched across
the Glens.
We welcome all reports, regardless of the colour, please keep them coming. Those who are trapping
are passing their information back to Daniel McAfee and all dispatches are logged in group records and
in the Centre for Environmental Data and Recording (CEDaR).

CEDaR
The information recorded is
Date
Grid Reference
Sex of animal
Weight
Who Dispatched?
Date recorded to CEDaR
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We ask the dispatcher to provide a photo and it is logged with the CEDaR report as proof. Each dispatch
is given a GRSG number and logged to CEDaR with that number. If we do not get enough information,
we will log it on our GRSG records but may not be able to log it with CEDaR. We have been officially
recording with CEDaR since 2014. The three key species we log are Red Squirrels (601), Grey Squirrels
(318) and Pine Martins (37). We do find other animals on our trail cameras, but we only record these
three, live sightings, RTA and dispatched greys. The number of reds recorded is not an accurate
number as our Rangers and Volunteers do not record each and every sighting of a red that they have
seen. Mainly because they are visiting the same sites regularly.

We only log our Grey Squirrel dispatches once a year now, as we found that we were having trap sites
traced down within 3-7 days of the logging record so to prevent this, all records will be made once
across all sites and with limited information given. We did mark them as sensitive but were advised not
to as this can cause issues with mapping (Blocks out large areas).
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General Report on Feed and Monitoring Sites.

Working areas.
Feed sites that are open to the public to view are: 1 Ballycastle Forest
6 Glenmona Cushendun (Temporally shut down for ongoing control.)
7 Cregagh Wood (Temporally shut down for ongoing control.)
11 Cottage Wood Cushendall
14 Glenariff Forest
16 Glenarm Forest.
15 Carnlough.

Feed sites that are permanent, but not open to the public: These sites are out of public view and are used to monitor if there has been any Grey Squirrel activity.
Most of these sites have cameras covering them all the time. Some cameras are moved between sites
as we have a limited number of cameras.
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2 Glentaisie
5 Ballypatrick
8 & 9 Glendun
3 & 4 Glenshesk
17 Torr Head

Numbers of additional feed sites: Glenariff 6, Ballycastle 3, Cushendall 2, Capecastle 1, Moyarget 2, Ballypatrick 1, Cushendun 2,
Tavanaghan 1, Gaults Road 1. These sites are not covered by camera but are in location that Greys
have been seen/ reported or a single animal has been removed in the past. Cameras can be set on
feeders if needed. Some of these sites are within private land/ house holders, who would report back
to group Rangers if see any grey activity takes place. We have other sites throughout the Glens that
are privately maintained which we have limited input to unless requested to be looked in on, if owners
are away, etc.

Active members report on their Feed / Monitoring
Sites.
Hanging Wood
A mix of Oak, Hazel, Ash and Holly with no Conifer trees. The mixed site has a wide range of tree ages.
It has a variety of wildlife and plant life and is set aside, not to be grazed, but from time-to-time livestock
(sheep) will get into the site. The site has a large Badger set with up to 10 Badgers living in it. This site
was set up as a control site to impact on the number of Greys Squirrels that were making their way into
Ballycastle Forest. The site had a number of Greys when it was first set up and no Red Squirrels, after
a number of Greys had been removed, a set of Red Squirrels were found to visit the feeder.
This year the site has been attended once every 2 weeks with refilling and checking the camera in
place. This site has not changed much over the last number of years. The Red Squirrel activity has
been good with daily visits. There is only a pair of reds at this feed site but on occasion there will be a
third appear. There has been an increase of sightings of reds on the main road that passes below the
wood and separates it from another wood on the other side. These sighting are mostly in the morning
and of squirrels crossing into the hanging woods. Over the last breeding season there was at least 2
kits unfortunately one vanished, the second did well but moved on.
Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair.

Ballycastle Forest
Ballycastle Forest is a mix of mature conifer blocks and broad leaf planting between 15-20 years old.
One of the first sites for a GRSG observation site in 2008 and with assistance from the CCGHT was
one of 3 Squirrel Trails in the Glens alongside Ballypatrick and Glenariff these all became part of the
Glens Squirrel Safari’s.
There are 8 feeders within the forest as part of the Squirrel Safari and they are well used and situated
on the main Ballycastle forest walk/ road way. This walk covers the low entry to Ballycastle Forest, part
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of the Ballycastle railway line and then into the forestry loop to the forestry yard and down what is known
locally as Donnelly’s Lane, back to the low entrance. All the feeders are well used and well known by
many of the walkers and users of the forest, who regularly inform us of Reds they have seen and if
there are any issues with the feeders such as damage or lids having come off in bad weather.
We have 1 camera traps fixed point in Ballycastle Forest this camera is at the feeder on the big bend
known to all the locals and walker as the “Big Bend feeder”. It is in a stand of Larch which is the only
original part of Ballycastle Forest that was originally planted in 1931, the Larch here were planted 1936.
The reason this camera if fixed in this location is because it in the past was the first location for any
encroaching greys made contact with the forestry.
This year the feeders in Ballycastle have been very busy, with reds being seen on most of my visits to
do the feeders many of these not actually at the feeders but in the general area or foraging in the trees
nearby.
We have had an increase in sighting, reports and photographs being sent to us by the general public
that use the forest through Facebook, this is brilliant to see as it means that the work, we are doing is
benefiting not only the reds but the people who use the forest as well. Some of who now only visit to
see the reds while out walking.

This year it was noted that the reds had started building dreys earlier than normal in mid-December.
This may have been because of the mild weather and as in past year they were out in the open in very
thin branches. It is suspected this is because of the Pine Marten. We then had a few weeks of bad
weather and many of these were lost because of the strong winds and rain.
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This year we had one Grey Squirrel sighting in the wood and although a second camera and scatter
feeding took place, we were not able to pick it up to confirm there was a grey. The fixed camera at the
Big Bend did not pick any greys up this year.
We still have the Pine Marten visiting the Big Bend site but there is evidence that it is visiting at least 5
of the other feeders in the lower section of the loop walk. We did have a smaller Pine Marten appear
for several days it was suspected that this was a female by shape of head and over all body size.
We were contacted by Sean McCollum and Jim Marshall in August of 2021 regarding thinning works to
take place in that section of Ballycastle forestry. The works were to take place in September as the red
would have finished breeding at this stage or young should have left the dreys. They asked if we could
put up a post on our Facebook to inform those who use the forest about upcoming work. This work did
not take place as other works in Cool and in Ballypatrick took over.
Mountain bikers this year have increased more so in this section of the forestry. This may be partly
caused by the felling of trees at the back end of the forest where there had been a larger number of
trails. There have been no big issues to date but when accessing our feeders by car, I have had some
voice their opinion that I should not be there (this has been when I was parked doing the feeders) to
which I have to tell them we have a licence agreement that permits use to access the forestry at any
time. Those who ask are usually not local bikers. Some do stop out of interest and ask what work I am
doing. On one visit at the low entry of the forest, I counted a party of 37 give or take one or two all
gathered up in a group. I asked was there an event on that day and was told no, it was a Facebook post
inviting riders to a day in the woods in Ballycastle.
Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair.

Glenshesk
Within Glenshesk I have two permanent monitoring stations. These are used all year round to monitor
for Grey Squirrels moving through Glenshesk and into Ballycastle Forest and the town itself. We have
Pine Martins visiting all three sites which has meant that I have not needed to trap any Grey Squirrels
that come into the Glen. The Pine Martins do the job for me. I have another two private sites, one on
the outskirts of Ballycastle which has saved me from having a monitoring site within the town
boundaries. They have Red Squirrels visiting their garden most day and they are delighted to see them
playing around their garden.
Gerard Mc Caughan, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger.

The Curragh
Our trees that we planted in 2014 are growing very well. Unfortunately, we have had some damage
done by Deer. A local huntsman has now taken the Curragh under his wing and we have noticed a
reduction in damage.
Gerard Mc Caughan, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger.

Carey
I have a number of monitoring sits in the greater Carey area which I visit regularly. There are Red
Squirrels in one of the townlands with in the Carey area and it is a health population. From time to time
the Red Squirrels do venture out from this area, but so far, they have not taken up residence in any
other part of the area, which is disappointing. The Pine Martin that was visiting some of my feeders has
disappeared, unfortunately.
Gerard Mc Caughan, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger.
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Murlough Bay
Mixed planting in small blocks of Oak, Ash, Holly, Beech, Larch and Scot Pine, mostly along rock faces
and sheltered coves. A monitoring site from 2016 when the first grey was seen and removed monitoring
takes place every four months for 2-3 weeks with a camera and a feeder. There have been 2 sightings
of reds (single animals) but not on camera. These were by members of the public walking in the area,
they were spotted around the rocks at different times so it posable they were Stoats and not Red
Squirrels. The site is rich with wildlife with a large number of Deer. A healthy Rabbit population and in
turn a good Fox population, not very common where there is such intense sheep farming.
We started 2022 with a Trail camera being stolen and in all 5 traps destroyed. This area has been a
difficult site to try and carry out any Grey Squirrel control simply because of its remoteness, the general
landscape and at times, difficult to access. We aren't sure if the people who were doing this for the good
of Grey Squirrels or it had something to do with the dead Deer that was found 8-10 feet from where our
camera, traps and feeder has been.
There was or had been a small number of reds there but sadly from shortly after the first Lock Down
the reds had vanished. A local land owner had seen a car with two people releasing 4 Grey's into one
of the several fragmented woods that hang to the steep slopes of Murlough. Volunteers have been
working hard to locate these Greys with some success, but this is difficult to do, as when you have
found their location, they move on making it very hard to remove them. Very disappointing for our
volunteers but it will not stop us as we would like to see if the reds that were there, are hopefully
somewhere in Murlough area.
Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair

Torr Head.
Small slip of trees on the Torr Road less than 3 acres of trees that stretch from the sea up the cliff face,
at its widest point it would be about 30 meters and its thinnest point it would be 4-7 meters. The trees
are a mix of Ash, Oak, Hazel, Holly and sycamore all of various ages. The area has a small stream
subject to rain fall that runs through it. You would drive past it before knowing you had.
In 2019 An eagled eyed moth trapper on the way to put out a moth trap at Torr Head spotted a dead
grey on the road between the two sections of trees and reported it with a few photos to confirm the
report. He couldn’t believe what he had found in this unlikeliest of places. A few days later I went out
with a camera and a feeder to see if it was a one off or anything more. The camera was left for a week
and over that week the camera picked up not one but several greys. Over the following days 17 greys
were removed all adults, no young and very wary of the traps, the only reason I feel these 17 were
trapped so easy was because there was little to no natural food supply available at that time of year for
them and they were more than happy for this food source. Trapping had to stop because access to the
road was closed off because of filming for a block buster movie.
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Once the road was reopened monitoring resumed and since then no additional Grey Squirrels were
picked up. We do know that a single red had been spotted on 16-10-2019 and although it was a single
red, we did keep the camera and feeder in place. The red didn’t stay about the area maybe making a
visit once every two weeks or if lucky once a week. That was until this year when a Red Squirrel started
to come each day for a few weeks and then two reds appeared they weren’t very friendly to each other
at first but have learnt to put up with each other now. We also found that we had a Pine Marten not just
one but we think three different ones over a few days all visiting singly. The Pine Martens and the reds
would visit the feeder with the red showing no visible distress or apprehension when using the feeder
hours after the Pine Marten’s visit. We did however in recent weeks have a Grey Squirrel appear on
site it has not become a regular visitor so no action has taken place as of yet.
We have also been picking up an increased number of Deer passing through the site most look like
young stags.
Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair.

Ballypatrick Forest
Ballypatrick consist of large blocks of conifer planting with a small number of broad leaf trees but they
were all self-seeded. Originally part of the first Squirrel Trail but due to works within the forest of thinning
and illegal felling, the squirrel population in the area vanished or moved on we have found that squirrel
activity in the area around the carpark has never picked up to the same as it was in 2015-2016 pre this
disturbance.
This year seen large scale harvesting take place in Ballypatrick Forest All our monitoring has stopped
until further notice. Large plantings of Larch had been removed because of Phytophthora Ramorum.
Several sections of pines were removed from along the road side as part of the normal harvesting of
trees, this has opened the area up. We have an increase in reports of Deer being killed this year
compared to other years.
Monitoring continues to taking place showed that there are several Pine Marten across the forestry and
a large population of Deer. Bird activity can be mixed depending on location. Along the edges and
boundary’s, we have picked up Jays, Magpies, Crows and a wide mix of small birds. A good population
of wood mouse across the forestry’s and rat activity is isolated to areas near the main road/ carparks/
and near rivers or streams but more where people are active. For the number of small rodents that were
found no owls were spotted in any of our monitoring sadly but there are bound to be some within the
forestry.
Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair
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Cregagh Wood, Local Nature Reserve.
The GRSG first developed a feeding and observation site at Cregagh Wood in 2009. The wood itself is
an excellent example of an old mixed woodland and provides a varied habitat that lends itself well to
nature trails. This has now become a well-established part of the group’s areas of work. In 2015, the
then Moyle District Council took on the management of the wood as its first Nature Reserve.
With changes in council, this then became the first Nature Reserve of the Causeway Coast and Glens
Council. The Red Squirrel Hide was funded by the NGO Challenge fund and has been a great asset for
the wood land with the GRSG using it and the Councils Biodiversity officer running events at the Hide.

In 2015 a single Lesser Spotted Wood Pecker was spotted in the wood. Over the last few years they
have successfully had chicks and fledged young. This year, an owl, not sure if they were long or short
eared owl chicks were seen in the woods. The Barn Owl was seen only once this year
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There are several monitoring sites within the wood land. These are covered by a camera and are a mix
of scatter feed or feeder sites. The red population has continued to thrive, we are picking up reds at all
our monitoring sites and the nearby houses and farms are also seeing more red activity.
This year we have done several early morning live feeds via Facebook from the Hide and we have had
reds appear at them all. The live stream has been picked up well for a non-advertised event on
Facebook we have had up to 30 people join to watch. This has been fantastic as we would not have
got this if people had to attend in person.
With the Covid the Hide had not been open for bookings but from November we had 20+ bookings.
Over the last few weeks, we have had award winning photographers, videographers, men and women
from Bangor, Belfast, Newtownabbey, Cookstown, Armagh, Omagh, Wicklow, Dublin, and more are
coming HERE to the Glens to see our Red Squirrels and they all did see reds while at the Hide. They
all have sent us some of the photos and videos they have been able to get, the Jays this winter/spring
have become a very regular visitors being seen most of the time while visitors are there for many this
was there first time actually seeing and photographing them.

We have had Pine Marten in Cregagh for well over 2 years now with the first animals being seen at a
scatter feed site. They were young animals and we were not sure if they would stay or move on. From
then we found another 2 in Glendun. We were delighted to see 3 young kits visiting one of our monitoring
sites. Sadly, not long after seeing the young we got the report of a dead PM on one of the nearby roads.
I went out to see if the animal could be identified but the location and volume of traffic on the road meant
that we could not sex or ID it. On viewing footage, we had no visits from the mother or kits and thought
all was lost. I than increased feeding and introduced additional food more beneficial to the Pine Marten
in the form of dog and cat food to try and see if the female and kits were there. After a few days of this
the 3 kits returned alone and were happy to feed but the female did not come back. The additional feed
has been reduced as the kits got bigger and they were doing well. Two of the kits moved on from
Cregagh and were picked up at our other camera monitored sites in Glendun. It has been noticed that
the mouse population at our feed sites in Cregagh have all but vanished. We can see this on our camera
traps were before we may have had 50-60 videos of mice alone. We may be lucky to get one or two a
week now.
Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair
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Glendun
Apart from the Glenmona and Cregagh Wood there are 3 additional monitor sites, these are along the
river Dun on private ground beyond the Glendun Viaduct. These sites have cameras as they are near
areas that had been in the past part of control programs. 2020-2021 year has seen a reduction in the
number of greys being picked up in these sites. The reason for this may be because we have been very
vocal in the area about the illegal release of greys that we have suspected over the last number of
years. This year 2021-22 has seen these sites pick up no Grey Squirrels at all. This has been fantastic
news; we have only had reds in the sites. One of the sites had a Pine Marten visit, it is not a regular
visitor maybe once a month if it is even that so it is thought that it is at the very edge of its territory. The
other two sites were visited by 2 Pine Martens on a single night an hour between visits. We think they
were the young from Cregagh wood moving out as they have not been seen in the wood from then.

Because of the drop off in grey activity at these sites we have reduced our visits, but continue to monitor
them.
Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair

Glenmona Feed site and Playground
Red numbers in and around Glenmona grow from strength to strength with the partnership happening
between GRSG at the playground and National Trust Rangers feeding in and around the work shop.
Several feeders are now located around the Glenmona grounds in gardens and on private land. A few
caravan owners have feeders also and they help out when trap monitoring is needed.
The Playground was reinstated at the end of 2021 as we had no grey sightings in the overall area of
Glendun. There was interest in Grey Squirrel control from a land owner in the area who was given
feeders to monitor and they have had great success removing a few single greys that popped up. With
this monitoring system in place, it is hoped that the greys will not reach the playground.
Over recent weeks on one visit to do the feeders a total of six different squirrels were seen in the
grounds of Glenmona. There was one pregnant red that was happy to get a few photos while she was
using the feeder, she used the ropes, and we were able to get a video of her doing so. Three others
were feeding and chasing each other in the Scots Pines next to the car park, they have been feeding
on the cones in the trees.
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Daniel McAfee, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair

Cushendall and Cottage Wood
I have several ongoing monitoring sites with feeders where I can assess Red Squirrels numbers in the
area, these sites also allow me to monitor whether they are in danger from Grey Squirrels who might
have just arrived in the area. Feeding, trapping and monitoring are regular in all these sites at different
times of the year. I also liaise with many local residents and farmers who allow access to their land and
gardens and also inform me if they see any Grey Squirrel activity.
Sites
1.Glenville House, outskirts of Cushendall. The gardens and fields of the house. There is a healthy
Red Squirrel population on site. I currently have three feeding stations installed.
*On several occasions I have removed greys from this site.
2. Cottage Wood, Cushendall. I have 5 feeding stations installed. I have had sporadic reports of Grey
Squirrels visiting the Wood. I have had cameras placed on site.
*On several occasions I have removed greys from this site.
3. Cushendall River. I have a feeding station along the Cushendall River. It is visited by reds and
occasionally I install a camera to check if any greys have appeared.
*On several occasions I have removed greys from this site.
4. Gaults Road. I have several other sites along Gault’s Road and the area surrounding Gault’s Road
that I occasionally monitor and install feeder stations to check for any grey activity.
5. On the Waterfoot Road, I also have a resident who allows feeding stations and cameras in their
garden. Greys have been removed from this site in the past.
8. Cushendun. There are several sites around Cushendun where I occasionally install feeding stations
and cameras when necessary.
This can take up a substantial amount of time if there have been several sightings of Grey Squirrels
Raymond Watson, GRSG Volunteer.
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Glenariff and Parkmore Forest Park
In Glenariff forest Park I continued to manage and fill the feeders, where there seems to be a healthy
number of Red Squirrels.
Feeder boxes have been repaired and replaced when needed and the introduction of new Perspex
feeders will be a delight for walkers and a bonus for keen photographers.
Paul McHugh, GRSG Volunteer

Martinstown and Glenravel
In the Cargan area I continued to monitor a small wooded area on the Gortnageeragh Road where with
control the number of greys sighted is declining.
Paul McHugh, GRSG Volunteer

Ballyeamon Barn
Since the harvesting of the forest behind the barn, sightings of Red Squirrels have been infrequent and
never more than one at a time. Formerly we could have seen two or three at one time. The loss of this
natural habitat is regrettable but at least we have some native trees around the property which gives
cover. We keep the feeders stocked and it is at least heartening to see one red coming on a fairly
regular basis.
The view behind the barn now looks ugly, a bit like a lunar landscape.
Liz Weir, GRSG Volunteer

Carnlough
I continue to maintain 9 feeders in the Waterfall Rd. / Gortin Quarry area with volunteers caring for a
further 10 to 12 feeders in the wider Carnlough and Glencloy areas. I have received several reports of
sightings of Reds in various different areas around the village and wider areas so I hope that our efforts
are producing the desired results. On the down side I received 2 reports of road kills recently.
Feeders continue to be maintained repaired and replaced as required. A landslide at Cranny Falls
caused this area to be closed by the local council on safety grounds leaving 2 feeders inaccessible.
Alternative sites have been found.
The Mid and East Antrim Council have kindly provided a stile for easy access to Gortin Wood where I
have 2 feeders located.
Overall, a quiet year.
Gabriel McAuley, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Deputy Chair.

Glenarm
This has been a good year for the Glenarm Red Squirrels. Most people who have walked within the
forest have seen a red at one time or another. The feeders are regularly refilled by our volunteer, Colin
Urwin and this keeps the reds coming to the feeders.
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Rangers Reports
These are GRSG Volunteers who have committed to giving extra time to actively pursue Red Squirrel
conservation work on behave of the group. They are badged representatives of the group, having a
sound knowledge of both Red and Grey Squirrels. They are able to train volunteers in Grey Squirrel
Control (as a non-native alien species), have knowledge of the legislation governing wildlife protection
and animal welfare. They are able to co-ordinate volunteer activity and expand public knowledge on
Red Squirrel Conservation and Grey Squirrel Control, as well as having an understanding and
experience of practical conservation.

Daniel McAfee’s Report
A slow return to normal. It had been a strange year with things trying to get back to the way they had
been but with the overhanging fear of covid still impacting our lives, meeting up with people was different
and difficult to judge. Many booked events and planned walks from pre pandemic that had been
preponed were reviewed and many of those groups were still unable to take part or rearrange because
of the group not being fully back to normal. So, it was left that if and when they wished to rearrange,
they could do so.
The walks I led this year have been very successful, with all walkers seeing Red Squirrels. This was
fantastic to share with them, to see their excitement at seeing their first Red Squirrel no matter how big
or small the group were.
This year Squirreltober events were a success even though we introduced booking and a small fee.
The fee was a way of trying to ensure that people did turn up for the walk and weren’t booking and not
showing as we had limits on group sizes. In truth when they contacted for booking the fee was not
implemented until the day of the walk, and they were told this was in the event of positive covid tests.
We found that everyone was happy with the booking fee and understood the need to have it. I was very
happy with the way things worked out. Thankfully with the help from Liz O’Connor, a Forestry Service
Guide, who was able to join many of the walks to assist.
Grey Squirrel this year has been little to nil, my historical sites have been grey free and any new
sightings where one offs, I had several sighting in Ballycastle town, actions were taken with feeders and
camera traps but with no greys showing up.
Feeding sites this year were attended weekly to fortnightly this year. Most of the time I was accompanied
by my son Ben who was of great help on one hand and on the other happy to go poking around looking
for sheep skulls, fox faeces, dead birds and other things he could find making what would have been a
30min feeding trip into an hour plus adventure. In saying that they were all good fun and he can spot a
squirrel as quick as me now.
I had no issues with damage to feeders or theft of feeders this did help with getting the work done.
With the Hide back in use it was a great way to meet lots of photographers local and from further afield
and it was great to see the photos they were able to get. Many were single users or attended in groups.
Daniel McAfee GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Chair.

Gabriel McAuley’s Report
It has been another quiet year in Carnlough over this last year with Covid continuing to impact on
everything we do.
I continue to make feeders as required and always have 3 or 4 in reserve. A friend supplied me with 2
half sheets of exterior quality ply wood which is very useful for repairing / replacing feeder lids.
Gabriel McAuley GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Deputy Chair.
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Gerard Mc Caughan’s Report
Covid put a damper on this last year and I did not get out as much as I normally do to meet people and
share our reds with them. I was unable to have the usual Saturday morning opening of the Hide during
April that were so popular pre covid. Attending to my many feeding and Monitoring sites has kept me
busy over the year.
I applied for the usual grants again this year and thankfully we were successful with them. The Charity
Commission Report has been completed and is ready to be send for the year 2021 to 2022. The
application to the Forestry Service was completed and approved which allows us to continue with our
access to all the forestry land within our area so that we can continue our work.
One of the projects that I worked on started with an idea from home. We have Red Squirrels visiting
our garden and once they go into the feeder, we could not see them, so I thought if we could have a
see-through feeder, it would be great for the public to be able to see the squirrels eating inside the
feeders. Some of the Perspex donated to the group had a 90-degree bend in it and this was what I was
able to use to make the clear feeders. I made a total of six of them, four are for Glenariff and the
remaining two are going to Cushendall. So, keep your eyes out for them.
Gerard Mc Caughan GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger.

Equipment Report.
We applied for and were successful with the Rural Micro Capital Grant Scheme 2021 again this year,
which is provided by Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs and administered by the
Northern Area Community Network. With the aid of the Micro Grant and the DfC Partner Grant, we have
been able to maintain our equipment at a level that keeps all our many volunteers supplied.
The usual Annual Equipment Audit was conducted in January 2022 and was completed by the end of
February. Some of our traps had to be renumbered as the original numbers had worn off and all the
new equipment was marked and distributed to where it was needed most. We did have a few feeder
workshops and are planning more in the coming year.
Gerard Mc Caughan, GRSG Red Squirrel Ranger and Equipment Caretaker.

Car Boot Sales
Due to the reduction in income to the group due to covid I decided to attend a few car boot sales and
raise money that way. The general setup at each car boot sale is similar, an information table, with
feeder box and food samples, information and membership paperwork not forgetting our little mascots
and car boot attire on additional tables table and adjoining tarpaulin, I also have information pop up
banners and signage which attracts the public eye to our table. display.
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I stopped over the winter months, as it is imposable to keep items dry in wet weather. I hope to get up
and running again this year to try and raise funds, it will depend on my work schedule etc, I also will be
looking into the possibility of a skydive when the weather improves and restrictions permit, as a way to
raise more money for the group

Sue Mulhern, GRSG Volunteer.
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Squirreltober Report 2021.
Squirreltober 2020 did not take place but we did run several events for 2021. We ran several walks
across the Glens. These walks were not widely publicised, and restrictions were placed on numbers
that could attend, for the first time and to prevent people booking and not turning up we asked for a
small booking fee. This we found did help (we actually didn’t charge) and those who got in touch we
simply asked they gave a donation on the day. We had very few no shows on the day those who didn’t
come contacted us pre the event and the reason was covid related.
We had walks in Glenarm Forest, Glenariff Forest, Cottage Wood, Cregagh Wood and Ballycastle
Forest.
We had 4 attend the Glenarm Forest walk, a very soggy start to Squirreltober but worth it as we saw a
red. It was a flash at first behind a tree but wasn't long before it came out and down to the feeder letting
everyone get a good look at it. For some it was their first time seeing a Red Squirrel. We did spot lots
on the walk, Dippers on the river, Gold Crest, Cold Tits, lots of tree identified and we ever found fox
faeces.
We had 2 attend Glenariff forest and in all we seen a total of 5 reds on the walk as we did the loop.
We had 4 at our walk in the Cottage wood and unfortunately, we did not spot any squirrels on the walk.
Those attending were pointed to sites on their way home such as Glenariff and we later did get a
message to say they did spot a squirrel when in Glenariff.
We had 5 people who attended our walk in the Cregagh Wood, it was a great day for the walk, no
squirrels were seen on the walk but we did visit the Hide where we were able to see a red at a distance
so we think that counts as a sighting on our walk.
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We had 23 attending the Ballycastle walk, the best turn out for the month. We had people from
Ballymoney, Coleraine, Ballymena, Antrim, Newtownabbey and Newtownards. We were able to see
two reds as well, this was fantastic a first time for many and a real buzz of excitement amongst
everyone.
So, over the month we directly engaged with 38 people on the ground at our feed sites in the Glens
some of these had travelled from Bangor, Belfast and Cookstown to name just a few.
Over Squirreltober we also visited St. Patrick’s Cub Scout in Broughshane, 15 young inquiring minds.
This was our first face to face talk in over a year and a half. A fantastic group to start back with, and lots
of interest in Red Squirrels. Fantastic to see and hear. Education has been the aspects of our work we
have missed the most.

Across Squirreltober we used Facebook to promote Red Squirrels in the glens and beyond, we posted
each day in Squirreltober across the month we reached 7,860.

We would like to see more groups considering taking on or doing their own Squirreltober, yes, we have
squirrel week and Red Squirrel appreciation day, but the more the better.
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Forest Service Northern Ireland and GRSG
Partnership.
Over the last number of years and from the formation of
the group we have worked with the Forest Service
Northern Ireland. This partnership in our early years was
vital to the work we did and still do in the Glens. Forestry
Service properties (Ballycastle, Breen, Ballypatrick,
Glenariff and Glenarm) offer an opportunity for
members of the public to access large areas to walk and
run and the opportunity to come in contact with its
wildlife. This is where we, with our feeding sites give
people the chance to see our native Red Squirrels that
make the forestries their home.
This partnership has allowed us to highlight the fact that “Yes” we do have Red Squirrel in the Glens.
An issue we had found is that people didn’t know we had Red Squirrels in Northern Ireland let alone in
the Glens but with our work with the Forest Service NI and within their Forestries we are educating the
young and the not so young about NOT only Red Squirrels but about much of the plants and animals
that call these areas their homes.
The Forest Service NI have supported us with feed for two of the sites that we operate in across the
Glens, the two sites supported are Glenariff and Glenarm. We are very grateful for this support as feed
is a large outgoing for the group and one of the most important parts of the work we do. By providing
supplementary feed for adults and young reds, we have found that Red Squirrel numbers are increasing
and so they are expanding to new areas.
Thankfully our healthy Red Squirrel numbers are linked with the overall health of our Red Squirrels. Our
volunteers do keep a close check on our squirrels’ conditions. Part of this good health is down to very
little encroachment of Grey Squirrels within the Forest Service NI property’s that we work in. We believe
there are several reasons for this, one is because of the public’s vigilance and forestry staff’s vigilance
as they are quick to report to us any greys they see. A second reason is because most of Forest Service
NI properties in the Glens are home to Pine Martens. The presents of Pine Martens do have a negative
impact on Grey Squirrel behaviour and abundance in an area, the concentration of Pine Martens in
Forest Service NI properties vary from property to property but we do pick them up when monitoring
and going about our work.
The Forest Service NI staff that we have made links with within the Glens area are a vital asset to the
work we do and assisting us with that work. If it’s topping up feed bins, informing us of work taking place
or assisting with activities. We must give a BIG THANKS to Forest Service NI Educational Guide, Liz
O’Connor, who has assisted with education walks that we have held over the last year, Liz’s knowledge
and manner of portraying this knowledge to those on the walk is brilliant. Liz is a true asset to the Forest
Service NI. We also must thank Jim Marshall. Jim has been key in our planning for setting up site in
areas to ensure no works are planned that could impact on equipment, etc. We also feedback to Jim
on any issues we may find on our weekly duties in the Forest Service NI properties, such as fallen trees
that may cause injury to the public, any damage to roads, fences bridges and any damage done due to
weather or antisocial behaviour. This works well for us and we hope, also for the Forestry Service NI
too. We also want to thank the men in Glenariff forestry yard, they are more than willing to help and
they keep an eye on the reds in the yard as well, they all are very helpful and we are very grateful.
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Over all we see this partnership going from strength to strength for the protection of Red Squirrels in
the Glen and we are very grateful for it. Over this year we seen more work taking place across many
of the forests in the Glens. The Forest Service have let us know of new works in the forest and we
were able to add more forests to our licenses agreement and hope to start work in them soon.

2021-22 Monthly Reports
June 2021
Sunday 27 June, Nutts Corner car boot sale.

July 2021
Saturday 10 July, Glenariff Forest Park car Boot sale.
Sunday 25 July, Nutts Corner car boot sale.

August 2021
Saturday 21 August, Glenariff Forest Park (very wet day) car boot sale.
Sunday 29 August, Nutts Corner Car Boot sale.

September 2021
Saturday 25 Sept, Trap Training Course run by the GRSG.
We held another of our Trap Training courses in Glenmona House. It was well attended as always as
we have a list of people wanting to be trained in grey control. We hope to run another course in the
near future, do get in touch and put your name down if you are interested.
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January 2022
Saturday 15 January, Mid-Ulster Red Squirrel Group visit.
We thank the Mid-Ulster Red Squirrel group for accepting our invitation to take part in our first Red
Squirrel Safari of 2022. Our Chair and Squirrel Ranger Daniel McAfee took the group. There was plenty
to see with the Ballycastle Forest birds giving everyone a great welcome. We were able to see 3 different
reds and talk about the importance of the work we are doing in the Glens and they in Mid-Ulster. We
also visited the Hide in Cushendun to show what can be achieved with the hard work of volunteers, and
how once far off plans can become a reality. Giving people an opportunity to experience and enjoy reds
face to face, sadly it was late, and the reds did not visit. Maybe next time they will.
We wish Mid-Ulster Red Squirrel Group the best of luck and look forward to working with them.
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March 2022
Tuesday 1 March, Men’s Shed Talk.
Raymond Watson, GRSG Volunteer did a talk with the men’s shed group at two different sites in
Cushendun. One at the Old Church, Cushendun and then at Glenmona. There was more than 60 in
the audience. The audience was made up men's Shed members from Loughguile, Cushendall, and
Ballycastle. It was a successful event with some good intelligent questions from the audience.

Red Squirrel Survival Trust Volunteer of the Year.
As mentioned earlier, Daniel proposed Gerard for the RSST Volunteer Award. Gerard won the award
and was presented the “David Stapleford Award” in March at a Committee meeting.

You can read the full story at
https://www.rsst.org.uk/gerard-mccaughan-rsst-volunteer-of-the-year-2021/
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Reflection on our work over the years from
2015/2016 to 2021/2022
Over this year the group have taken part in, and attended less events than pre pandemic but this is to
be expected as things try and get back to normal.
This is a brief breakdown of the group’s year from 2015 to 2022. These hours do not include hours that
volunteers put into feeding, Grey Squirrel Control, monitoring, survey work or committee meetings.

2015-2016
Talks

average 1-1.5 hours

Average total hours 9h

Information table 11

average 3-4 hours

Average total hours 36h

Walks

average 2-2.5 hours

Average total hours 32.5h

average 1-3 hours

Average total hours 33h

average 1-2.5 hours

Average total hours 25h

Meetings
Activities

6

13
11
10

Total 141.5 hours.

2016-2017
Talks
Information table
Walks
Meetings

10
6
14
7

average 1-1.5 hours

Average total hours 10.5h

average 3-4 hours

Average total hours 24h

average 2-2.5 hours

Average total hours 35h

average 1-3 hours

Average total hours 33h

Total 87 hours

2017-2018
Talks

6

average 1-1.5 hours

Average total hours 9h

Information table

7

average 3-4 hours

Average total hours 28h

Walks

12

average 2-2.5 hours

Average total hours 30h

Meetings

3

average 1-3 hours

Average total hours 7.5h

Activities

2

average 1-2.5 hours

Average total hours 5 h

Hide openings

5

average 2-2.5 hours

Average total hours 12.5h
Total 92 hours
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2019-2020

Talks

5

average 1-1.5 hours

Average total hours 7.5h

Information table

5

average 3-4 hours

Average total hours 12h

Walks

2

average 2-2.5 hours

Average total hours 5h

Meetings

1

average 1-3 hours

Average total hours 3h

Hide opening

5

average 2-2.5 hours

Average total hours 12.5h
Total 40hours

2020-2021

Walks

5

average 2-2.5 hours

Average total hours 12.5h

Total 12.5h
2021-2022

Talks 2

Average 1-1.5hours

Average total hours 3

Walks 6

Average 2-2.5hours

Average total hours 15

Stalls 1

Average 3-4 hours

Average total hours 4

Facebook live 4

Average 30min -1hour

Average total hours 4

Litter picking 1

Average 1hour

Average total hours 1

Car boot sale

Average 3-4 hours

Approx. hours 25

Approx. hours 50 +

We thank all those who give their time to enable the group to attend these events over the year.
Without you this would not be possible.
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Thanks to our Supporters.
The Glens Red Squirrel Group wish to thank those groups and organisations who have worked with us
and have supported the GRSG in our work over the last year. Forest Service Northern Ireland, National
Trust, Heart of the Glens Landscape Partnership, North Antrim Community Network, Northern Ireland
Squirrel Forum, The Wood Land Trust, Causeway Coast and Glens Bourgh Council, Mid and East
Antrim Bourgh Council, Laragh Lodge Restaurant, Nuts Corner Market, Boyles Spar Ballycastle and
Carnlough. Glenariff Improvement Group, Ulster Wildlife, NI Direct, Red Squirrel Survival Trust, William
Hamill & Sons, Steels Feed Supplier, Richmond’s Feeds, and Ballyeamon Barn,

The Group would also like to thank those dedicated members who carry out feeding, trapping, attending
information stalls, walks, talks, tree planting and events that the group are asked to attend. Big thanks
to those members who worked and are working hard dealing with grants and funding applications for
the group. The work that the Glens Red Squirrel Group does, would not be possible if it wasn’t for all
the hard work of all these members

We would also like to thank all those who made donations to the group to help us over this stressful
time. Due to the present circumstances, we have not been able to gather resources from our usually
means and so these donations are helping us through these lean times.
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